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SeaSonde Combine Web Server
This document describes installing, using and configuring the Combine Web
Server.

Installation and Access
The SeaSonde Combine Web Server is automatically installed as part of the
standard SeaSonde Combine Suite Release 8. Refer to the Combine Suite
Release 8 Installation Guide for details.
Access to the Web Server is done entirely through a web browser such as
Safari, Chrome, or Firefox. To load the Web Server from the Combine Site, open
the preferred web browser and navigate to localhost:8242 by typing it in the
address bar. The port number 8242 is always necessary to connect to the
correct service.
To access from another computer, it is necessary to know the external IP
address or domain name of the Combine Site. Then enter it into the web
browser address bar followed by the port number 8242. It will look like
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:8242 or mycombinesitedomain.org:8242 when entered. It is
helpful to bookmark this location or set it as the home page for your browser.

The login form is the first page shown to users:

When the Combine Web Server is installed, a default username and password is
generated. Please contact CODAR support at support@codar.com for login
details. We recommend that customers create a new admin user for the
Combine Web Server after setting up their system, which is explained in the
admin page section of this document.

Features and Data
Navigation
On every page after logging in, there is a title bar along the top of the page,
and a navigation bar along the left side of the page. The left navigation bar
includes links for different pages to view combine and radial site data based on
the current combine network selected. The current page is highlighted. The
four letter site code indicates the current combine network. If a combine site is
configured to operate multiple networks of different radial sites, then the site
code acts as a pull down menu to select the combine network that the user
wishes to view.

The Admin and Logout links are located on the top right. Note that the Admin
page is only available for admin enabled accounts.

Status
After logging in, the default view for the Combine Web Server is the status
page. This view contains a lot of information and gives a general overview. If
multiple combine networks are configured, they can be switched with the links
at the top of this page as well as the pulldown menu.
The details panel gives basic information on the selected combine network. In
the totals section, the page shows the latest total vector file as well as an
average of the past 24 hours of total vector data. Below that is an overview of
the radial sites that contribute to the selected network, including the most
recent file received from each radial site. If the radial site box shows as orange,
that indicates that the most recent file is not up to date.

Radial Sites
The sites page provides detailed information on each radial site in the combine
network. The default view shows a table with radial sites organized by site code
on the first column. Radial information is shown as long as data is present, and
files will be highlighted in orange if the file is not up to date. Additional system
information is available as long as file transfer is configured to send info and
alert files from the radial site. Refer to the SeaSonde Combine Configuring File
Transfers document for setup details.

By default only the sites configured under the current Combine Network are
visible. Selecting the link underneath the table for “All” will show all sites with
available data folders. Users can also choose to show or hide certain
subsections by selecting or deselecting the “Include” links.

If there are alerts or warnings present in the last column of the table, users can
hover over the info cell to view the alert details. Clicking on the site code name
will navigate to a detailed report page for that site.

In addition to the table view, an alternate layout is available when selecting the
“Cards” view link. This layout may work better when less horizontal screen
space is available.

Totals
The totals page provides access to all total vector data available on the
Combine Site. The page shows the latest generated total vector image by
default for the selected Combine Network. The user can navigate through data
using the calendar selector below the image. It is also possible to step through
files individually by using the “step” buttons or the arrow buttons on either side
of the image.

Additional controls can change the image size. The refresh options allow the
page to automatically refresh in order to always show the most recent data file.
The 24Hr option will loop the image through the latest 24 hours of total vector
data.
There is also a download link to save the total vector file that is currently in
view. Saving the image itself is possible by simply clicking and dragging the
image to the desktop, or right clicking on the image and selecting “Save Image.”

Radials
The radials page allows the user to view individual radial site vector data. The
desired radial site is selected from the links above the image. Different dates
and files can be selected with the calendar selector below. Similar to the totals
page, there are image size controls and an option to keep the page
automatically refreshed to the latest data.

A download link is also available here to save the currently viewed vector file.

Analysis
The analysis page offers some statistical analysis views of the total vector data.
The default view is a vector density distribution plot for the past eight hours.
Controls below the image adjust the starting date and hour, as well as the
amount of history to include in the distribution. The “Plot” control allows
selection of three different data views: The vector density distribution, the
vector average, or the vector standard deviation. The history control affects how
many hours of data is included in the statistical plot, going back from the
selected date and time.

The download link at the bottom of the page includes a compressed folder of
all vector files included in the currently selected plot.

Archives
The archives page is useful for downloading large data sets from a remote
computer. The available data to download includes total vector files, radial
vector files, and config files for the Combine Site. These are chosen with the
“Archive Type” links.

The data is determined by the date and time selected, as well as the time
history chosen. The total file size is displayed upon selection. The download
will initiate once the “Download” button is clicked.

Web Server Configuration
Settings
The settings page shows the current logged in user and options to configure
the Combine Web Server.

The “Late File Warning Threshold” affects the Sites and Status pages. It
determines how late a file must be before it shows as a warning on those
pages. Users may want to adjust this depending on how much delay they
expect for files transferred from their radial sites.
The “Auto Refresh Interval” affects the Totals and Radials pages when the
“Auto” refresh option is selected. This option determines how frequently the
page will refresh itself. Combine Sites with lower internet speeds may work
better with a less frequent refresh rate.

Admin
The admin page is only accessible if the logged in user has administrator
permissions. This page allows admins to create and delete the users who are
allowed to log in to the Combine Web Server. The admin page link is located
near the top right of the window.

The Create User form allows new users to be created and authenticated for
logging into the Combine Web Server. If the Admin checkbox is selected, the
user will be able to use the admin page and edit users.
As an admin, it is possible to delete any user except for the one currently
logged in. This is done through the user list by clicking the Delete link.
We recommend that new customers replace the default user login with a unique
username and password. To do this, first create a new user with the desired
username and password and make sure the Admin checkbox is selected. Then
click the “Create” button. The new user should show up in the list. Afterwards,
log out of the default user and log back in with the newly created username and
password. (The Logout link is near the top right of the page). Return to the
Admin page and delete the old default username.

Troubleshooting
If any errors occur during use of the Combine Web Server, or it is not working
as expected, there are a few steps users can take to determine the issue.
First ensure the Combine Site is configured as intended according to the
SeaSonde Combine Suite R8 guides and documentation.
Operational logs for the Combine Web Server are located at:
/Codar/SeaSonde/Logs/CombineWebStatus.log
/Codar/SeaSonde/Logs/CombineWebStatus.log
These may provide information on the error and may be useful when contacting
Codar Support by email at support@codar.com.
The Combine Web Server restarts automatically when the computer is rebooted,
however it can also be disabled and enabled manually by using the scripts in /
Codar/SeaSonde/Apps/Scripts/CombineWebScripts/.
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